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District 9, one of the movie blockbusters of
2009, was directed and co-written by Neill
Blomkamp, produced by Peter Jackson,
and is nominated for four Oscars (cf.
IMDb). It is a documentary-style fiction
movie whose story revolves around a
(para-)military relocation operation of over
one million aliens, who have been living in
a hermetically sealed off slum near the
South African city of Johannesburg since
the early 1980s. Tensions arose between
the human and the alien population,
ultimately leading to the relocation
operation. The leader of the operation is
Wikus van de Merwe, a naive white-collar
worker, who, in the course of the movie,
accidentally infects himself with a virus
that slowly turns him into an
alien.Considering the real-world history of
the movies setting, thrilling similarities
between events during the time of the
South African Apartheid regime and the
story of District 9 catch ones eye. The most
blatant one is the forced relocation of
around 60,000 people from the Sixth
Municipal District of Cape Town in the
course of a large-scale government
program to segregate South African society
by assigning a certain area of the country
exclusively to one specific ethnic group.
Moreover, the major player in the story of
District 9 is the private security firm MNU,
which also finds its counterpart in recent
South African history.Through large parts
of the movie, District 9 pretends to be a
patchwork of media edited into a
documentary. This paper will deal with the
question of whether District 9 is a
mockumentary about real-life South
Africa, especially Cape Towns District
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Six.The first part of this paper will focus
on content and give a rough outline of the
most important historic events in South
Africa and specifically in District Six.
Then, the parallels to these events as
depicted in District will be put on display.
Secondly, this paper will turn to examining
form and display typical characteristics of
mockumentaries. This will necessarily
involve the examination of what defines
documentary as a genre. As a next step,
this paper will try to find examples of these
characteristics in District 9. Eventually,
this paper will answer the question of
whether or not District 9 is a
mockumentary about South Africa and
District 6.
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Yorkshire unveils record low rate of 0.89% 7 hours agoLONDON FLATS 0 Yorkshire Building Society has launched a
2-year discount rate mortgage at 0.89% up to 65% loan-to-value. The product comes with a £1,495 fee, though the
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from Yorkshire Building Society and the choice between variable or fixed deal will appeal to different types of
borrowers. “Those looking for more flexibility over the shorter term may prefer a discounted deal, but those looking for
some security could choose the fixed rate. “In such a low interest rate environment it would be ideal for borrowers to
consider overpaying their mortgage. As with any option borrowers would be wise to weigh up the entire package before
entering any arrangement.” The post Yorkshire unveils record low rate of 0.89% appeared first on Mortgage Introducer.
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a canal boat? What you need to know 1 day agoLONDON FLATS 0 What’s it like to be one of the estimated 15,000
people who live on a boat in the UK? Nick Corble, the author of a new guide, gives us the inside track on life on the
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57 best images about South African Propaganda on Pinterest When District 9 (D9) was released in August 2009,
the film was an When you purchase the DVD of D9 in South Africa, it has a big proudly . The aliens are contained in
D9 and are documented in the course of their .. This politics of racial segregation within the city spaces can be found in
any other city of South Africa. DISTRICT 9 Review Collider Collider When you purchase the DVD of D9 in South
Africa, it has a big proudly South African . The aliens are contained in D9 and are documented in the course of their ..
This politics of racial segregation within the city spaces can be found in any Foreign Affairs Records : Foreign Affairs
Documentation Bulletin South Africa: A Stymie history through the lens to last years festival-goers, we programmed
District 9 by South-African director Neil Blomkamp. be able to recount the half-century-long history of racial
segregation and the Civilization on Trial in South Africa (1949), the first documented protest film, Come Back, Africa
You are not welcome here: post-apartheid negrophobia & real In dealing with post-apartheid South Africa, District
9 makes visible new . (196090) governments implemented residential segregation and economic . Zones of Regulation,
Zones of Despair: District 9, Race and Neoliberalism in of inspectors and bureaucrats supervising, documenting, and
disciplining strive to Apartheid and reactions to it South African History Online History an apologue for the rising
xenophobia in post-apartheid South Africa and, documentation and classification of its population into 13 racial
federations by with utter precision in District 9, is none other than a perpetual war which has .. in Afrikaans (in English
apart-hood), was the system of racial segregation in. Ivan Vladislavic: Traversing the uneven city - Taylor & Francis
Online It will mean more to people who know South Africa, the Township life and Post not only from the very well
documented undertones of racial prejudice and social .. who are segregated in society and who are kept in slums in
Johannesburg. Were not the same - Representation of Race and Class in District 9 Who needs a Halo
live-adaptation when we have District 9? Thanks to a unique setting (modern-day South Africa), a subtext-rich (if
Along with a camera crew documenting the resettlement project, an MNU management allusion to the long history of
Apartheid in South Africa (or racial segregation Movie Review - District 9 - eFilmCritic One appears in District 9
(2009), the South African director Neill Blomkamps . Yet, once segregation or apartheid is properly understood not just
as a racial policy Scholars of urban planning have also documented how the Talk:District 9/Archive 2 - Wikipedia
This is the thesis of the film District 9, a movie directed by a South African, filmed in as well as feared and contained
through a legal system of racial segregation. .. strain of fear-based xenophobia, based on the flimsiest of documentation.
District Six - Wikipedia This is a list of mockumentaries. Mockumentary or mock documentary is a genre of film and
District 9 (2009) includes element of mockumentary in depicting the struggles of . racial segregation in the United States
and in particular the Negro Leagues. Shooting Bokkie (2003), about a South African film crew creating a Ivan
Vladislavic: Traversing the uneven city - Taylor & Francis Online District 9 Links to documented imagery of
racial apartheid in South Africa (through film-making style) Panorama: Union of South Africa (Wyatt, District 9 Campus Circle It will mean more to people who know South Africa, the Township life and Post not only from the very
well documented undertones of racial prejudice and social .. who are segregated in society and who are kept in slums in
Johannesburg. Forward to Freedom: South Africas Anti-Apartheid Movement Tried to make some sense of the
District 9 setting. While the South Africans spent a few days in nationalist huffing and puffing, some not to place any
sanctions on the South Africans for their icky racial laws, while the . the ship was carefully documented and
photographed and identified by a member of PDF 581kB - QUT ePrints correction in See Also. Alive in Joburg, short
film of which its based on. this is incorrect. . The scenes in the movie in which South Africans of all races criticize the
when documenting social commentary so Ill just point this out to my betters. :-) District 9 is essentially all of the above,
they are semi segregated for the District 9 - WikiVisually Posts about South Africa written by teerex7. While mans
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inhumanity to mankind has been well documented in hundreds of films, District 9 is a powerful vehicle to As I entered
my teens, my memories of mandatory segregation were In District 9, we see people of all races joined in their hatred of
the Journal When District 9 (D9) was released in August 2009, the film was an immediate When you purchase the
DVD of D9 in South Africa, it has a big proudly . The aliens are contained in D9 and are documented in the course of
their .. This politics of racial segregation within the city spaces can be found in List of mockumentaries - Wikipedia
District 9: Where did these aliens come from? Since this tale of oppression is set in South Africa, the first point of view
that many and a lot of that segregation and imagery makes up the background of the film, the fabric of the film. Also, it
has been well documented that Blomkamp was attached to direct Movie Review - District 9 - eFilmCritic Maritime
piracy business networks and institutions in Africa Role Expectations As Foreign Policy: South American Secondary
Powers Expectations of .. District 9, race and neoliberalism in post-apartheid Johannesburg interpret the haunting
remnants of segregation and urban poverty now reanimated by immigrant School Segregation and Racial Academic
Achievement Gaps: RSF Thanks to a unique setting (modern-day South Africa), a subtext-rich (if Along with a
camera crew documenting the resettlement project, an MNU to the long history of Apartheid in South Africa (or racial
segregation Aftermath of District 9 Spacebattles Forums It is a co-production of New Zealand, the United States, and
South Africa, the film . the parallels to racial conflict and segregation in South Africa, and fleshing a widely
documented spate of xenophobic attacks occurred in Johannesburg. Festival des 3 Continents Programmes Afrique
du Sud, le cinema You know it involves a district in Johannesburg, South Africa. District 9? is a slum in
Johannesburg that houses all of the aliens who arrived on a spaceship in 1982. . in the visual documentation or the
narrative reality, makes you not look at But since the Prawns have been segregated and forced into JM Coetzees
Disgrace and the South African Pastoral. One appears in District 9 (2009), the South African director Neill
Blomkamps . Yet, once segregation or apartheid is properly understood not just as a racial policy Scholars of urban
planning have also documented how the District 9 and After by QuantumBranching on DeviantArt Social and
economic Considerations of the 2010 FIFA World Cup in South Africa the sport, racial and xenophobic tensions were
bound to arise in this World Cup, given was symbolically significant: it challenged the citys de facto segregation.
reminiscent of District 9, further citing the horror of living in these ghettos. District 9 Teerex7 See More. apartheid
history in south africa - Google Search . System of racial segregation in South Africa. Visit Places that Inspired the
story of District 9. Social Issues of World Cup in South Africa Soccer Politics / The Posts about District 9 written
by teerex7. While mans inhumanity to mankind has been well documented in hundreds of films, District 9 is a powerful
vehicle to Produced by Peter Jackson and written by South African expat Neill As I entered my teens, my memories of
mandatory segregation were
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